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Haga Hospital: Improving the Flow
of Patient Information for Faster,
More Effective Care
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Providing a key ingredient to quality
medical treatment
A mother bringing her child to the hospital with a broken arm has plenty to worry
about. It’s a huge relief when she gets to the emergency room and finds that the staff
has ready access to her son’s entire medical history – including a long list of allergies
to prescription medicine. Knowing that these records will be quickly updated as he has
X-rays and is treated by the emergency room staff can further ease her concerns.

Providing the timely and accurate information its
staff needs to deliver the highest quality of patientcentered care has long been a key goal for Haga
Hospital, the largest medical facility in the Hague
region of the Netherlands. To achieve these goals,
Haga Hospital collaborates closely with other providers and continuously invests in innovative
procedures and technology.
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Introduction of SAP NetWeaver® Process Integration (SAP NetWeaver PI) technology is improving communication from the admissions desk to
patient billing and every point in between. Doctors
and other staff have ready access to the reliable
and timely information they need to treat patients
quickly, safely, and cost-effectively. Processes
for making follow-up appointments and creating
invoices have been streamlined. And the flow of
information is more secure.
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Vision

Fostering superior, patient-centered
care across locations

Why SAP
Solution
Benefits

Haga Hospital needed a new middleware solution to
create and easily update a single set of core patient
data. “It was important that this platform support
Web-based services out of the box,” says Haga
Hospital’s information and automation application
manager Alex de Vries.

Haga Hospital was created in 2004 when three area
hospitals merged. A major teaching institution, Haga
Hospital specializes in cardiology, perinatology, pediatrics, trauma care, orthopedics, and oncology.
In addition to Juliana Children’s Hospital in Sportlaan, Haga Hospital operates an emergency and
complex care facility in Leyweg, another Sportlaan
site with birthing and orthopedic centers, and a
community health clinic in Wateringseveld. These
facilities, and a dozen office locations, support
35,600 patient admissions and 580,300 outpatient
visits each year.

Such support is essential for accommodating the
additional applications Haga Hospital needs to
manage electronic documents, meet new national
invoice requirements, connect to the Burger Service
Number citizen registry, handle patient appointments, and address other information issues.
“The hospital’s Cloverleaf implementation has
become quite customized,” de Vries notes. “Only
one person is familiar with the solution. We wanted
a more standardized approach using SAP software,
which we’ve implemented in other parts of the
hospital.”

Before implementing SAP NetWeaver PI, Haga Hospital used Cloverleaf software to route, exchange, and
translate data for hundreds of applications across its
multiple locations in accordance with national and
international standards. To continue to meet its information requirements and promote future growth,
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Service-oriented architecture aids
health-data compliance

Why SAP
Solution
Benefits

“We wanted a platform that would standardize patient data and reduce the time and cost involved in
system maintenance,” de Vries says. “We knew that
the service-oriented architecture provided by SAP
NetWeaver PI and the integration adapter for healthcare would distribute patient data to other systems
more consistently. It just made sense to align our
communications server with our patient administration software.”

In 1998 Haga Hospital implemented the SAP® ERP
application to handle its core business processes.
It has since installed the SAP Patient Management
application, SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse
component, and SAP BusinessObjects™ Business
Intelligence, Edge edition, software.
In addition to having problems with its highly customized solution, the hospital needed Web-based
services to create an interface between its legacy
systems and new applications for electronic medical records and Burger Service Number registration.
Replacing Cloverleaf with SAP software that included
SAP NetWeaver PI and the Health Level Seven integration adapter for healthcare offered such a platform built on service-oriented architecture for key
communication areas. It was also important that the
platform support the minimal lower-layer protocol
for Health Level Seven message transport and comply with the Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise
framework.

Since Haga Hospital was first in the Netherlands to
implement the new integration adapter for healthcare, SAP Consulting helped configure the new
software. The implementation involved 1,200 users
and 40 interfaces with Cloverleaf involving patient
admissions, discharge, transfer, and scheduling.
“SAP was quite helpful in supporting a phased-in
implementation when we needed it,” de Vries says.
“For the most part, however, we handled the
installation on our own.”
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Interfaces for hundreds of applications

Vision
Why SAP
Solution
Benefits

“The software’s logging and comprehensive monitoring features, along with other tools, help us troubleshoot any problems with data that might arise
and maximize system performance,” de Vries adds.

The new software efficiently and cost-effectively
integrates the hospital’s heterogeneous landscape
through service-enabled technology and an adapter
framework – working smoothly with other SAP, nonSAP, and legacy solutions used by the hospital and
its business partners.
“With SAP NetWeaver PI and the integration adapter
for healthcare in place, data exchange between our
information systems is more dependable and technically sound,” says de Vries.

> 300

Hundreds of applications supporting electronic
medical records can connect through the software,
including more than 300 non-SAP applications.
The hospital can add new applications at any time.
Recently, for example, a group of doctors asked to
install a new solution for handling electronic medical
records for ear, nose, and throat cases that they had
seen during a trip to India.

Applications
connecting through
SAP NetWeaver PI
and the integration
adapter for healthcare
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Timely, accurate information when
and where it is needed

Why SAP
Solution
Benefits

SAP NetWeaver PI and the integration adapter for
healthcare have eliminated the need for paper records, made processing of patient information more
secure, and given the staff of Haga Hospital faster
access to a higher quality of patient information. The
hospital’s 220 doctors can access the accurate and
timely information they need for patient appointments anywhere in the hospital.

de Vries and his team hope to eventually move all of
the Cloverleaf interfaces to SAP NetWeaver PI and
the integration adapter for healthcare, including
those for laboratory and radiology applications.
“In the meantime, we’ll continue to create interfaces
with electronic medical records and new applications that the hospital and its staff needs,” de Vries
says. “These applications will include a new appointment solution that provides doctors with information
from their patients once appointments are made.”
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Greater control over financial information is helping
Haga Hospital process invoices more quickly and
accurately. The hospital can now handle more than
1,000 invoices per day – a volume that should
increase with further system improvements,
says de Vries.
“SAP NetWeaver PI has made it easier to monitor
system performance,” he adds. “Our IT staff can
respond more quickly to changes in the system landscape, or to new business demands, and more easily
integrate with applications in the main hospital information system.” Down the road, hospital managers
can use the platform to analyze the data they collect.
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400,000
Medical interventions
per year
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